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Still a land of
opportunity
Highly skilled foreigners are better off in China
than elsewhere in the world. Linda Yu explains why

M

any expats will not have any
problems finding work despite
the gloom and doom of the forecasted global recession. In fact, if
your expertise lies in the pharmaceutical industry or in the field of research and
development, you can write your own check. The
same can be said for high-tech specialists and
engineers.
While many firms around the world are laying
off staff, or about to, recruitment experts say Chinese firms are actually hiring more expats.
Olly Riches, China manager for Michael
Page, an international recruitment agency that
hires mostly executive level positions for global
companies, says despite difficult times, his
company is still seeing a steady number of jobs
come through.
With the exception of harder-hit areas, particularly property and the real estate sectors closely
related to the banks, he says companies are still
hiring, especially multinationals with Western
headquarters.
Companies have to adapt their hiring strategies in response to the current market situation,
he says.
“The majority of clients are not telling us of
a ‘recruitment freeze’, but they are being more
cautious and selective about the candidates they
hire because no one can predict what is going on
in the world,” he says.
Riches also says companies are dropping “dead
wood” as they see fit in order to keep a lid on the
company headcount.
In good economic times, companies would
be keen to refill these vacancies, but now, with
tighter budgets, “they aren’t really interested in
replacing them”.
Kelly Qian, executive partner of The JaceKelly, a local headhunting firm that primarily
recruits executive positions for multinational
companies in China, says she is seeing similar
hiring behavior.
“At this time, most of our clients are still hiring, but they are slowing down the process,” Qian
says, also noting those with low job performance
have an increased risk of being laid off.
So, while the Chinese job market is hardly
immune to mounting market pressure these
days, expatriates in China are still better off
here than returning home, says Jill Malila, Asia
market development leader for Mercer China, a
global provider of consulting, outsourcing and
investment services.
“Job opportunities on this side of the world
are greater than in North America or Europe, so
expatriates will have greater opportunities here
than in their home country,” she says.
“Most companies still plan to increase or
expand the number of expatriates in China
[because] there still exists a shortage or
imbalance in the demand and supply of key
talent,” she says.
“There is an interesting dimension in China,
where more companies are bringing expatriates
in at the professional level rather than management or senior levels, but for shorter periods of
time.”
The professional expatriate is increasingly
brought over to accelerate the skills of local

staff through knowledge transfer, particularly
for companies in the pharmaceutical, research
and development, high-tech and engineering
industries.
Malila says the professional expatriate is gaining popularity as multinationals continue to localize costs structures at their China offices.
But localization coupled with a bad economy
means more expatriates have to adjust expectations, according to industry insiders.
About 50 percent of the C-level hires made by
The Jace-Kelly are expatriates, and these days,
many are accepting a more localized compensation scheme, Qian says.
“They are being put on a local plus package. If
you are a local plus, the company will probably
help you bear some of your tax, or consider giving
you some housing allowance,” she says.
“Whereas for real expatriate hiring, they normally help you equalize tax to your hometown,
give you housing and take care of your kids’ education, and most of the time the whole family will
be entitled to international benefits.”
At Michael Page, expatriates are more inclined
to accept less, Riches says.
“People are being less demanding about fringe
benefits and salary within reason,” he says. “Because expats know about localization and what’s
going on elsewhere in the world, they are being
more flexible.”
And while people are less likely to switch jobs
at the moment, expatriates nowadays are more
open about considering a bilateral move, in terms
of compensation, if they see more long-term potential, says Qian.
“In a good market, some candidates will probably ask for a good 40 to 50 percent increment, but
now they are more reasonable,” she says.
“If the candidate leaves their current company,
their major motivation won’t be the package increment.
“Given the whole economy has been quite down
at the moment, even if they are willing to stay
with their current company, they know it is still
possible their current company may want to, or
have to reduce some of their current benefits, so
the only thing they can compare is which job is
more interesting,” she says.
It appears that expatriates in China are recognizing the value of being here at this time,
even if it means forgoing the perks they may
be used to.
“Certainly, we have an emerging trend in
the number of locally hired foreigners,” Malila
says.
“That suggests more individuals are willing
to be hired under local terms in order to stay in
the China market.”
One American expatriate working for a US
financial services company in Shanghai says
the credit crisis has jeopardized the long-term
security of his job.
Still, he thinks he’s much better off in China
than on Wall Street.
“I think there are still jobs out there for people
with advanced degrees and people who are bilingual,” the English and Mandarin speaker says.
“But, if I cannot find jobs that I like, I would
consider starting my own business. Returning to
America is not yet an option I have considered.”

Hot on the paper trail
Winning the paperwork war
in China is a challenge that
can test an expat’s temperament and I was pushed to the
limit last week at the counter
of a Beijing bank.
Frustrations began to
boil over when my Chinese
translator friend said to me:
“Do you want me to fill out
the form? Maybe I can do it
better.”
“What do you mean?” I
moaned. “This form is in
English.”
After five attempts, I had
failed to correctly fill out the
Western Union money transfer form despite the fact it was
in my native language.
My house back home needs
major repairs and I was forced
to send back $7,000 — the
maximum transfer amount
Western Union allows — to pay
Fast Eddie the Roofer from
Ironbark, Australia.
But there were more holes
in my application form than
there were in my broken roof.
(One), I didn’t use capital
letters throughout, (two) I
didn’t include my father’s
middle name, (three), I didn’t
write down my middle name,
(four) I kept writing outside
the little boxes, and (five) I
forget what five was for.
My Chinese friend was
right. She could have filled out
the form better than me in her
second language.
After mustering the concen-
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tration of a brain surgeon, I
completed the sixth form and
passed the all-important paperwork under the bulletproof
glass to the teller.
Tasks that take about 15
minutes back home, often take
more than an hour in China.
Thank goodness for my
Chinese friends who help me
weave my way through the
maze of banking bureaucracy,
and other areas of daily life in
the Middle Kingdom.
Sometimes I like being selfsufficient but there is a price
to pay when dealing with a
mountain of paper work.
Although many banks, and
other institutions, now have
English-speaking staff, most
do not and as I now know
the paperwork must be 100
percent correct.
I remember the drama
when I applied for my Chinese
driver’s license. The checklist
included a passport, residence
permit, original driver’s
license, medical certificate,
and five photographs.
I now know to get the
pictures first. I had gone to
the hospital for my medical
certificate first only to be sent

away to get the photos.
Then I discovered the
2.5 cm by 2.5 cm pictures
required white backgrounds.
I had selected blue, because it
was my favorite color, but this
was a mistake.
I also selected the wrong
photo size. I thought passport
size was standard but the
license photo needed to be
smaller.
Paper work can be baffling,
but it can also be used to your
advantage, especially if you
don’t want to be bothered by
the boss.
My Sydney buddy often
decided by mid-afternoon he
was done working for the day
so he used paperwork as a
cover for his shirking.
Barry would walk to the
printer, take out whatever
was in the in-tray then walk
quickly past the managers,
reading the thick wad of
papers in his hand.
Sometimes he would take
out a pen and write something
on the blank papers, as if he
was correcting something.
The bosses would look
up and see busy Barry, and
think: “That’s what we like to
see, someone who’s doing the
paperwork.”
But Barry was letting the
paper work for him.
To comment or alert us to a story,
e-mail features@chinadaily.com.cn

While the Chinese job market is not immune to mounting pressure, expats in China are better off than returning home.
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␃⦴▇ḹЏԧᎹ߱ℹ䆒䅵䰊↉
ࢬᆳ䆒䅵ᷛ݀ਞ
bbضᅈ̯ӖٝёࢶཙࡎͱفΩᄥྸюēڜՊಘ߬ඹදྸဟભၥюॴંົ؞ԅྜѺಌdضᅈ̯Ӗٝᆴ໘Ը
໌ᆦԅพēضᅈ̯Ӗٝᆴ໘Ը໌ᆦ͗٤ďྻຏ߅ыqბγఆrĐથႺضᅈ̯ӖᅖٝёѺϤಁࠈޙխ࢞Гಁޙٝᆴēຣ
ົ؞ٝᆴࠩࡉޝڳჺ٤ბγēωճγఆࠩᆇٌ܊ಌd
ǃ乍Ⳃὖމ
bbથߙԅضᅈ̯Ӗࣔၠᅈߞࣇএሀ့ོںēಾॕࠄະضඋιჿcڜՊಘᅈںೇc̯ਪඋιჿԅӖࣔںඹԁēಾॹదwޥڳ
غമ٤াฉܣڟxԅᄷྑ߬ඹߙಁົંdߙಁઝఘͧࣳġضᅈ̯Ӗᅖٝёcະ̡ࣇضcᅈ̡ࣇںc̯ਪࣇ̡cະضЇࠄຬྻރᅈںЇ
ࠄຬdୣᄯēضᅈ̯Ӗᅖٝёߙಁઝఘนġᆑضၤ࠘דຬ୯ēᄠ٩ͺੜᅈؘ࠭ԅںᄯඡᅝԅᅈ̯ںਪࣇ̡ఆٝӻᄘēϰဈൂᆦۦ
ֺē௦Щၟ٤ऺd
bb·ົંѺϤಁޙဈဎະضcڜՊc̯ਪసԙჿ؉٫ලѕӤd
ǃᷛݙᆍঞ㣗ೈ
bb·ұბγઝఘนضᅈ̯ӖᅖٝёѺϤಁࠈޙխ࢞Гಁޙٝᆴēͧࣳضᅈ̯Ӗᅖٝё௦ຬѺЉcѺ࢞ēںᄯॣcൂԁcఆ
ٝӻc߬ඹٝёރཡຬಁಠcڔcۤܙͬࡂܬୣٝёԅѺϤಁޙēΩᄥѺϤಁؠޙസēອڑԅଅඊᅥඕཙࡎٝᆴྻ܊ރ༣d
ǃᡩᷛᮍᓣ
bbγఆࢶྻྻᄯෳۦᆴಁۦ॓ޙγē॓ۦൎပюၔ२ᆫտϢԄбޥڶd॓ۦֺْஆՈ॓ۦ໘࿐܊ēϢԄၼྻ॓ۦ
юၔͧדݧఆԅ࿌ϵަখྡྷ॓ۦԅγd॓ۦᅖ͗ఆӝζ॓ۦ௦юၔюγԅْົٝᆴd
bb॓ۦᅖ͗ఆۦ॓ރਁᆠ·٤فqᆇᄩྑི࠼ރௐrᄯԅճྑௐē॓ۦᅖ͗ఆนᄯࡂڳઝಁྜ୲ޙē॓ۦࡂෳಁޙc
ᆆ༸୲ྜࢶนտޥēӬᄠͧࣳပࣔںඋӖॣcцڕջൂٲԁಁޙಁޙᆆ༸࠼ིԅᆆ༸٤ഓϵူ॓ۦd
ǃ䌘䋼ঞ㒣偠㽕∖
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॓ۦ

cٝёಁޙᆇᄩġďĐٝёಁޙ
ᆘۦᆇᄩުމĢݧďĐ٤াྜďඋӖ
ॣĐުމcྻރ٤াྜďඋӖൂԁĐ
ުމĢ
ྻރ
cပٝё࢞ГᆘۦफުމᆇᄩĢ
cٝёᆆ༸ᆇᄩġ٤াᅥྜުމd

c࠭ભઝၽࡂઝۤࡂෳᄠюٟюڶᆶྻ౨ďۃᆶĐ
ࡂܬོںຏॣďୣᄯྡྷᆶࣔںЩէྑௐбڶ٤ऺĐԅಁݧޙಁ
ޙᆆ༸ٝᆴ
c࠭ભઝၽࡂઝۤࡂෳᄠюٟюڶᆶྻ౨ďۃᆶĐ
ᅖࣔPྻ౨ďۃPĐ༧ൌݧPྻ౨ďۃPĐໜࣸԅಁޙ
ݧಁޙᆆ༸ٝᆴĢ
c࠭ભઝၽࡂઝۤࡂෳᄠюٟюڶᆶྻ౨ďۃᆶĐ
Щէၽ٤ऺྻ౨цڕջൂٲԁďഀങкԁྻރ౨ēࣔߞںࣔݧē
ୣᄯྡྷᆶྑௐၽࡂܬོںຏĐԅಁݧޙಁޙᆆ༸ٝᆴĢ
cပރޝڳઝԙॣۤൂԁಁི࠼ޙd

॓ۦ
ᅖ͗ఆ

c࠭ભઝᄠюٟюڶᆶྻ౨ďۃᆶĐࡂܬོںຏc
cٝёಁޙᆇᄩġďĐٝёಁޙ
ࣔںЩէбڶ٤ऺॣď̟غമ٤াγᅹĐԅಁޙٝᆴĢලನ࠭
ᆘۦᆇᄩުމĢݧďĐ٤াྜďඋӖ
ભઝᄠюٟюڶᆶྻ౨ďۃᆶĐᅖࣔPྻ౨ďۃPĐ
ॣĐުމĢݧďĐ٤াྜďඋӖൂ
༧ൌݧPྻ౨ďۃPĐໜࣸԅಁޙٝᆴĢ
ԁĐުމĢ
ݧრ
ྻރ
c࠭ભઝᄠюٟюڶᆶྻ౨ďۃᆶĐцڕջൂٲԁ
cٝёᆆ༸ᆇᄩġ٤াᅥྜުމd
ďഀങкԁྻރ౨Đԅಁޙٝᆴd

ᅟġqюٟюrಾᄗົંѺϤಁݦྸޙԄଛ؏ēݧಠٝಁޙඹڶಌАd
ǃৡঞ䌁фᷛ᭛ӊⱘᯊ䯈ഄ⚍˖
bb֯ပюน॓ۦᅖ͗ఆԅஎၽγఆࢶဟભၥఐďͺ࠸ನĐēћ୲ྜ֥ఆྜᄓზ،·ၐߑcಁރޙᆆ༸
ᆇᄩᄃೠ،·ၐߑcӦสࠚ֥ݧఆӝζพೠďၐߑĐۤ࠼͗ఆಆךᄃၐߑރ౨೭ᆇॸ؏ߑྡྷඊēྻރટٴᄃੜୣӒӾ·٤فᆫ
Ԏ࠼ིྑௐԅᆇॸ؏ߑďᄯγඹᄉೠۦݧලำ·ē༓ަآӦส٤ჃĐྡྷඊēӾڜᄼߙಁٝё߬྾ᄯďڜᄼೇඟ۪ඟమাۜĐٳ
৹ბγำߑdਤඊბγำߑޮఆΛ၍ē܊Ϣොdγఆ༖ၽͱӾڜᄼߙಁٝё߬྾ᄯ͗स,&ēωຏၻඡໟwڜᄼߙ
ಁٝёγͱಃைζxd֯ํ֥ඔ٢࠼ིᄃੜᆇॸݧഹඔ٢࠼ིᄃੜᆇॸӬรӒӾᆫԎ࠼ིྑௐԅஎၽγఆēბγఆပࢇd
ბγఆġضᅈ̯Ӗٝᆴ໘Ը໌ᆦ͗٤
ԙᄖġڜᄼೇ͂ၩাۜڜՊ߬ඹӖຐব
॓ຂఆġߞ໋ຉ
Ԩܥġ
Ҏყġ
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